
If you are single and die during  
the 2016-2017 tax year with an  
estate worth more than £325,000 
(after deducting debts, including  
loans or overdrafts, and expenses such 
as funeral costs), 40% IHT will become  
due on anything above £325,000. This 
sum is known as the nil-rate band.

If you are married or in a civil 
partnership, the nil-rate band is 

£650,000. This means if one partner 
dies and leaves their estate to their 
surviving partner, when the second 
person dies, their nil-rate bands are 
combined so that 40% IHT will only  
be due on assets above £650,000. 

What is Inheritance Tax?
Inheritance Tax, or IHT for short, is a tax payable on the assets (money or possessions)  
you leave behind when you die. It is often referred to as ‘death duty’ for this reason,  
as the tax is payable on death of an individual. The assets making up your estate  
can include:

• Cash and savings in the bank

• Investments

• Property and valuables,  
such as art, jewellery etc.

• Vehicles

• Businesses you own

• Pay-outs from life insurance  
policies not held in trust. 

To us there are no foreign markets.TM

Inheritance Tax can 
cost your loved ones a 
significant sum of money, 
so it’s important to know 
how it will affect you and 
your family so they don’t 
end up paying more than 
they need to.

Independent advice

To help ensure that you benefit 
from objective and comprehensive 
advice, the Canaccord Genuity 
group has structured our Wealth 
Planning Service as an independent 
service offering. Our independence 
enables us to work with you in a 
clear and transparent partnership. 
Your wealth adviser is not tied to 
any particular product or provider. 
Instead, he or she can consider all 
available options and recommend 
the ones that best meet your 
individual needs.

Inheritance Tax Guide

Need-to-know facts

How much IHT will be due?

Example if single Example if married or 
in a civil partnership

Total estate 
£1m

Nil-rate band 
£325,000

Amount subject to IHT 
£675,000

40% IHT £270,000

Total estate 
£1m

Nil-rate band 
£650,000

Amount subject to IHT 
£350,000

40% IHT £140,000

Property

Valuables Savings

£1,000,000
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The new main residence allowance
In the 2015 Summer Budget, the Chancellor announced a new main residence  
allowance which will be introduced in April 2017. This is an additional allowance to the  
nil-rate bands described on the previous page and applies when the main residence is  
left by parents to their children or grandchildren on death. 

The individual allowance will initially be £100,000 and it is set to increase to £175,000  
by 2020. As with the usual IHT allowance, it is also transferrable to a surviving spouse  
or civil partner. This means, if one partner dies, their IHT allowance could be £325,000 
plus £100,000 for their main residence i.e. £425,000 rising to £500,000 by 2020. On  
the death of the second partner, the couple’s combined allowance could potentially  
reach up to £1m of allowances before IHT may be payable, although £350,000 can  
only be set against the main residence.

This new allowance is reduced for estates worth in excess of £2m.

Who pays the IHT?
This is usually paid by the executor of your Will or the administrator of your estate,  
using funds realised from your estate. 

An executor is appointed by an individual’s Will, whereas an administrator is a person  
who takes control in the absence of a Will. It is important to make a Will to ensure that 
your estate is distributed as you would like. 

IHT is payable within six months of the date of death, although it is possible to pay it in 
instalments where the estate has assets that are difficult to sell. Where certain gifts are 
made during an individual’s lifetime and death occurs within seven years, the receiving 
beneficiary may be liable to pay IHT.

Exemptions where no IHT is payable
There are a number of exemptions available where no IHT is payable, as follows:

A husband and wife or civil partners can give gifts of any value to each other during 
their lifetime, so long as you are both domiciled in the UK.

You can make gifts to other people, up to £3,000 each year, although you cannot 
combine this exemption with the £250 gift allowance detailed below. You can 
carry forward any used allowance to the next year only. This gift is known as the 
‘annual exemption’.

You can make any number of gifts up to £250 each year. These gifts are meant to 
cover things such as birthday and Christmas presents. However, you cannot combine 
this with the £3,000 limit if making a larger gift to the same person.

You can make gifts to UK-established charities, national museums, universities, the 
National Trust and certain other bodies.

You can make gifts to people and certain trusts more than seven years before your 
death, these are known as ‘potentially exempt transfers’.

You can make gifts as part of your ‘normal expenditure’ – this exemption allows 
you to give away money from surplus income, providing the gift doesn’t reduce your 
standard of living, is not from capital and forms some pattern of regular spending. A 
good test is if the money comes from your current account.

You can make gifts to people getting married – up to: £5,000 from each parent of 
the couple, £2,500 from each grandparent or more remote relative, £2,500 from 
bridegroom to bride (and vice versa) and between civil partners and £1,000 from 
anyone else.

It is not possible to make a gift with ‘strings attached’ for example, giving your house 
away to your children but continuing to live in it.



Investment involves risk. The investments discussed in this document may not be suitable for all investors. The value of investments and the income from them can go down as 
well as up and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. 
 
Where investment is made in currencies other than the investor’s base currency, the value of those investments, and any income from them, will be affected by movements in 
exchange rates. This effect may be unfavourable as well as favourable.  
 
This document is for information purposes only and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to purchase or sell investments or related financial instruments. This has 
no regard for the specific investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any specific investor.  
 
The tax treatment of all investments depends upon individual circumstances and may be subject to change. Investors should discuss their financial arrangements with their own 
tax adviser as the value of any tax reliefs available is subject to individual circumstances. Levels and bases of taxation may change. 
 
Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management (CGWM) is a trading name of Canaccord Genuity Wealth Limited (CGWL) and Canaccord Genuity Financial Planning Limited (CGFPL). CGWL 
and CGFPL are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Both are wholly owned subsidiaries of Canaccord Genuity Group Inc. and have their registered office 
at 41 Lothbury, London, EC2R 7AE. CGWL is registered in England no. 03739694, CGFPL is registered in England no. 02762351. 
 
CGWM does not make any warranties, express or implied, that the products, securities or services mentioned are available in your jurisdiction. Accordingly, if it is prohibited 
to advertise or make the products, securities or services available in your jurisdiction, or to you (by reason of nationality, residence or otherwise) such products, securities or 
services are not directed at you. 
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41 Lothbury, London EC2R 7AE
T: +44 (0)20 7665 4500

Key facts

Canaccord Genuity Group Inc.
2,000 employees
Operations in 10 countries

Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management¹

Assets under Management globally
£18.9 billion (C$32.7 billion)

UK & Europe
4 offices, 118 investment professionals

Canada
13 offices, 139 investment advisory teams

Australia
1 office, 8 investment advisory teams

Note:  
1.  As at 31 March 2016

Is there anything I can do to help manage IHT?
There are many ways in which IHT can be legitimately reduced or fully mitigated. It is 
important, however, to ensure that you are not left struggling to maintain your lifestyle. 
Some of the options available are listed below:

How we can help
The rules surrounding IHT are complicated and changing all the time. It is important  
to ensure your financial arrangements are up to date and take account of the  
latest legislation. 

If you would like some specific IHT planning advice or to receive a free initial review  
of your own personal circumstances, please speak with your Investment Manager  
or contact us:

Spend or give it away – this is the simplest and easiest option subject to surviving 
for seven years from the date of the gift - although, it is important not to give 
everything away.

Give away excess income on a regular basis – unspent income that otherwise 
increases the estate can be regularly distributed. It could also be used to pay for the 
cost of life cover.

Life cover – this is another simple way of reducing or mitigating the impact of the IHT 
bill. The premium and amount of cover will normally be fixed, giving you control of your 
estate, rather than having to make substantial gifts. The annual allowance or unspent 
income can be used to fund the cost of cover.

Use of trusts – this is important for individuals who do not want to lose control 
of their capital. Some trusts will pay a fixed level of income, while others offer the 
beneficiaries additional benefits, such as protection from divorce or bankruptcy.

Specialist investments – it is possible to invest in a range of permitted UK 
companies and achieve IHT exemption after only two years. This is a higher risk 
approach when compared to the alternative options; however, it offers quick relief, 
you do not have to give assets away and therefore have ongoing access to the capital.
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The company of the Canaccord Genuity group of companies through which products and services are offered 
may differ by location and service. See www.canaccordgenuitygroup.com/en/companies for more information.


